Griggs are shown to forge an exceptional and innovative entry into the baby's consciousness accordingly 'a last frontier of voice appropriation. ' As these close textual readings insist on a duality inherent in literary representations of babies, they reveal how the destructiveness that infants are sometimes made to embody can undercut their idealized and sentimentalized status in the early fiction. Feminist writing of the 1960s and 1970s in turn reflects a tension between longing and rejection. During the decades that follow, although involved fatherhood is shown to mark fiction by men, their texts are also shown to lack the profound contradictions and complexities that define women's writings about maternity. However, considerations of men's recent writing about babies lead to provocative questions particularly for feminist debates about appropriation and ownership in relation to the traditionally female role of infant care, issues that the author underlines in her study of Arnason's short stories. Finally, Sabatini's textual readings are detailed and engaging, and this is where the author is at her best, unlike her curious venture in an overlong sociological exploration into issues of reproduction that prefaces her third chapter. Such musings (on the medicalization of childbirth or the biological relationship between foetus and mother) are certainly themes related to the critical task at hand, but entwining them more tightly with the textual readings would have rendered these issues more relevant to this ultimately powerful and important literary study. Goldie fully embraces the tenets of queer theory to explore works which do not necessarily evince obvious homosexual thematics and whose authors are not homosexual. The distinction is important, especially since Goldie's deeply deconstructive approach, grounded as it is in queer theory, allows him to move beyond those texts that may demonstrate an elementary and obvious homosexual subtext. Pink Snow, then, is a book more about the vicissitudes of desire than it is about homosexuality per se.
With 'homotextual,' Goldie writes that he is using the gay-identified term to demonstrate that it is at once useful but limiting in its grounding humanities 517 university of toronto quarterly, volume 74, number 1, winter 2004/5 in gay thematic studies. Useful, because in his position as a gay studies (or minoritizing) critic, Goldie finds that 'what I read enfranchises both resistant and complicit readings,' and that his present work's aim of questioning that very position serves to further gay socio-cultural understanding. Limiting, because in order to avoid textual games in which homosexuality is reduced to 'Look! There's one!' Goldie, like the influential critic Judith Butler (on whom he greatly relies), wants to 'find a way of textualizing sexuality without making simplistic claims about embodiment and without completely removing the material which lies behind the text.'
Despite some reservations I have about the deconstructive taxonomy employed by Goldie, the book is nevertheless admirable. Pink Snow is deeply infused with a thoroughgoing attention to homosexual history and antecedents, revealing not that a tradition of Canadian gay literature is being created but that it has always existed; it is simply that critics in this country have always ignored homosexual presence. With a not dissimilar critical verve, Goldie tackles the problematic use of the word 'queer' in Davies's novel as a springboard to discussing how Davies's rather evident homophobia collides with his seeming veneration of lesbianism, in so far as the latter might provide heterosexual men with a measure of titillation. The trope of homosexuality in Davies, nevertheless, might best be understood when examined as otherness. As with Mitchell's, Davies's ideal worlds consist of 'male life without the restrictions imposed by marriage' and so, the ideal world here is not necessarily homosexual but is definitely homosocial.
The other authors Goldie assesses are perhaps more familiar to us in that they are resolutely out: Scott Symons, David Watmough, Shyam Selvadurai, Tomson Highway, Peter McGehee, Stan Persky, Sky Gilbert, and Dennis Denisoff. And because many of the works of these authors are more contemporary, Goldie engages the important work of cross-cultural understanding, especially as he demonstrates how homosexuality in these novels is interwoven with immigration, colonialism, nationalism, class, and race. Goldie concludes with brief comments on socio-political aspects of gay culture, its paradoxes and challenges. He notes that studies such as his do not suggest final or definitive arguments for these books or these writers. Yet of those studies that follow, I hope that they can somehow achieve the standard set by Goldie's own very rewarding, very necessary analysis. On this foundation Williams's adventurous study constructs with great wit and insight an intricate pattern of explication that evokes -without entirely resolving -a seemingly intransigent dilemma of analogy. One horn of the dilemma is our urgent need, evidently irresistible, to use the print medium to explicate other media, including (by a kind of myopic bait-andswitch) their role in artefacts of that explicator-medium itself (such as Canadian novels). This imperative, alas, trips tanglefooted over a rhetorical interrogative: what possible principle of decorum allows the explication of one medium using topoi exclusive to another? McLuhan was perhaps the first to confront this critical embarrassment head on, but Williams devotes
